SOPHOMORES DROP CLOSE BATTLE
Holds Powerful St. James Team To Single Touchdown

(Continued from Page 1)

Techs 50 yd. marker. On an end run Hanagan failed to gain. Mazenkas then unhooked the longest run of the game as he crossed 8 yd. line, a total of 35 yards. This gave Techs 1st down at 29 yd. line where Hanagan received. Bresnahan then executed an end run right for 29 yards, forcing officials to declare "out of bounds." The play was stopped from getting a touchdown, Techs 1st down at 3 yd. line was within one foot of the goal line. Proctor then slung a short pass to Gray with the ball travelling to the St. James 39 yard line where Hanagan received. Bresnahan failed to gain. On the next play an attempted forward was stopped for 1 yard stripe. Hanagan who received the kickoff. Delva kicked to 32 yd. line where the ball rolled off the track. Bresnahan was downed in his tracks on a short end run to go to St. James 28 yd. line where Hanagan received. Bresnahan gained 4 yards at right tackle. Mazenkas made a yard at left tackle. Hanagan gained 9 yards at right tackle. Only Ten Men Showing

The Manufacturing Department of Reiss contains hundreds of practical hints and short cuts in the business of learning, to assist students in securing maximum scholarship. The students' handbook and guide now, is in action at present and as the report comes in we shall publish a regular weekly edition. Each week we shall feature a new department of short cuts in the business of learning, with practical hints and tips for the average and honor students who are working for high scholarship achievement.
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